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EXCHANGE RATES

ASF(Acrylic Staple fiber)

U.S Futures Daily Cotton Market- 13-11-2021

Hot Melt / Low Melt-13-11-2021

Cotton Market Price
Cotlook ‘A’ Index- 127.25 (13.11.2021)
Indian Cotton – as on 13.11.2021

High Tenacity Yarn-13-11-2021

Aramid-13-11-2021

*For natural reduce USD 2.50/Kgs from above prices

China Cotton Index (CC Index)

Cotton yarn prices – India – 13-11-2021

*For Black please add USD 2.50/Kgs in above prices. NFPA
2112 passed , FOB

VSF - 13-11-2021

Yarn prices are expected to remain firm in short term
based on good demand in domestic market and higher
raw cotton prices.
*Above prices are based on exports

PSF china

100% PP Non Woven Fabric
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS

NATIONAL NEWS

E-com in Vietnam projected to surpass last year’s

·Commerce ministry shares list of 102 items to

figure of $11.8 bn

ministries for enhancing domestic capacity to

China to lose GSP status of EU, 5 other nations

cut imports

starting Dec 1

·New online certification system puts exporters

Macy’s to lift the minimum wage to $15 an hour as

in a fix

the labor market tightens

·At WTO, India and South Africa call for inclusive

WASDE Cotton: Domestic Production Slightly

development of global e-comm

Higher

·Govt sets up committee for determination of

China: Cotton linter price sheds after hiking

RODTEP rates for exports from SEZs, EOUS

Bangladesh garment exports rise 20.78% in July-

·Cabinet approves price support to Cotton

October 2021

Corporation of India

Cabinet okays Asean-Canada FTA framework

·Punjab approves policy for giving relief to

Bangladesh’s

cotton-picking farm laborers

FBCCI

investment ties with UK

seeks

enhanced

trade,

·Cotton worth lakhs reduced to ashes in Dera
Bassi mill fire
·Karnataka Biodiversity Board opposes BT
cotton, corn

PRODUCT PROFILE
GLOW YARN

Glow yarn is a revolutionary luminous filament yarn
developed by mixing, melting and extruding Polyester chips
with photoluminescent pigment.

STRONGLY LIGHT ABSORBING-EMITTING GLOW
MATERIALS
Glow yarn automatically glows in the dark after absorbing
sunlight for 3 minutes or luminous light for 20 minutes. One
hour of sunlight exposure enables luminous glow yarn to emit
light for up to 3 hours continuously. The light-absorbing
process of absorbing-emitting-storing-emitting of glow yarn
can be repeated infinitely.
Longest glow ever

Available as Filament Yarn, Embroidery Yarn, Fiber.
Standard

glow

yarn

is

raw

white

and

has

a

yellowish/green luminous glow effect.

Highest luminosity

Raw white glow yarn with a blue glow effect can be

Suitable for outdoor life
Unlimited range of applications
Glow yarn luminescent material is non-toxic, harmless, and
free from any harmful substances. Glow yarn offers unlimited
applications for embroidery or sewing thread, weaving,

produced upon the demand of customers.
Colored glow filament yarn in blue, pink, yellow and violet
with a yellowish/green luminous glow effect can be
produced upon the demand of customers. Exclusively

electric signboards and even hair spray and nail enamel.

available in text 167 f 18 and dtex 220 f 24.
APPLICATIONS:
Flament Glow Yarn: Jacquard, toy fabric, socks, Lingerie,

Glow yarn enables a high degree of luminosity, excellent

stuff toys, ropes, strings, webbing, cloth, hats, gloves.

resistance against weather and light as well as stability

Embroidery Glow Yarn: Caps, hats, mittens, logos, toys

against both water and other chemicals.

Polyester Glow Fiber: Jacquard boa, dumbling, high pile.

garments, shoes, ropes, straps, strings, tents, beads, buttons,
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